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Family farm

Springs of life Zelenika

GEWÜRZTRAMINER “KADI”
It is produced from a rare variety Gewürztraminer which accounts for only 1.1% of Croatia’s 
vineyard plantation. On the Zelenika family farm, the plantation is situated within ecological 
production. The wine is produces by cold maceration and the produced amount is limited.
By cultivating and processing the said variety and producing a high-quality wine, this farm is 
building on Ilok’s 300 year-old tradition. The cultivation of Gewürztraminer has begun in 1710, 
which was served at the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953.

Award: The Big Gold medal Novi Sad

Country: Croatia 

Region: Continental

Sub region: Srijem 

Vintage: 2010. 

Additional details: Organic growing

Color: wite 

Stile: Medium dry 

Alcohol content: 13,% 

Grape varaity(s): Traminer 

Oaking: - 

Bottle size: 0,75L 

Closure type: Natural cork 
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Characteristics 
Carmen silva, a half-dry demi sec sparkling wine, is created from the best varieties of grapes grown on hills of 
ilok, croatia. These very same types of grapes were used by ancient romans to make wines for roman emperors 
same 2000 years ago.
 
2000 Years later we created carmen silva by combining the same sort of grapes with the classical methods that 
are certified across the globe. Each bottle of our sparkling beverage is aged for a minimum of two years to get 
the best possible quality that those unique grapes can offer.

But that was not enough for us. We added an unexpected twist to this already top quality beverage. Pine nee-
dles which are only found on the northern adriatic coast of croatia are gently sprinkled over this unparalleled 
sparkling wine. Those organic budding needles have offered an extra edge to this top line beverage. In addition, 
this wine is produced without using any preservatives or additives to create a better world for the present and 
future generations.
 
The unique aroma and sweetness of carmen silva has stunned everyone who has tried this sparkling wine. 
Among those are the rolling stones band and professional judges that have awarded this sparkling wine with 
numerous local, national and international awards, including the decanter award for the year 2010.

Alcohol percent
Carmen silva has 11.8 Vol % of alcohol 

Packaging
Carmen silva is packed in a 0.75 L bottle that is itself unforgettable. In fact our novel packaging has received 
several awards, including the golden medal for design at the 77th worldwide exhibition that was held in novi 
sad, serbia in 2010.
 
Yearly production
Because we use the best grapes of the finest sorts for the production of carmen silva, we can only offer 2,500 
bottles per year of this unique beverage. 
 
Awards
Among others, carmen silva has received the decanter award in london for the 2010 as the most commended 
sparkling wine, after 10,000 individuals have casted their votes. 
 
Carmen silva has also received the golden medal for its quality, as well as for its design at worldwide exhibition 
held at the novi sad, serbia in may of 2010.

Carmen Sylva
Unification of the world’s past and future.
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Carmen Sylva
Unification of the world’s past and future.
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Double gold
A golden drink for golden moments

Characteristics 
You are invited to take part in our golden rush and spent your golden moments with the internationally award-
ed Double Gold. This beverage is celebrated across the globe as a highest quality sparkling wine worthy of royal 
banquets. Many worldwide admirers have stated that Double Gold has a heavenly aroma and distinctive visual 
sense that can please your body and your soul, and create rich emotions of third dimensions which will forever 
be remembered. 

This extra sec and extra dry beverage is shaped by using classical methods and then carefully united with 24 
carats golden plates. Those are the very same golden plates that from the Middle Ages until today have been 
given mystic power and superior meaning.
 
We named our beverage Double Gold because it is two times golden – first when it is born from golden sun 
beams, covered with golden summer drops of rain, and grown on the gold-worthy Croatian soil. The second 
time is golden when its aroma offers the nicest sense of taste, happiness and joy, which in fact could be the most 
golden moment of your life on the earth.

Alcohol percent
Double Gold has 10.8 vol % of alcohol with12 bis level of sugar per g/l 

Packaging
Double Gold is served in bottles that contains 0.75 l and is crowned with the most beautiful handmade labels 
that are melted in tin. Each bottle has individually assigned numbers between 1 and 2500. Each number is 
sealed with Company’s seal.
 
Yearly production
Due to the highest quality of our production the yearly amounts of Double Gold bottles are limited to 2,500 
total. 
 
Awards
Among others, carmen silva has received the decanter award in london for the 2010 as the most commended 
sparkling wine, after 10,000 individuals have casted their votes. 
 
Carmen silva has also received the golden medal for its quality, as well as for its design at worldwide exhibition 
held at the novi sad, serbia in may of 2010.
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Double gold
A golden drink for golden moments
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Grounded sun
The greatest pleasure in the world’s smallest sparkling wine bottle

Characteristics 
Grounded Sun offers the greatest pleasure captured in a semi-sweet sparkling wine enclosed in the smallest 
sparkling wine bottle in the world. After the drink is pour into the glass you are holding for a very special occa-
sion, you will be mesmerized with 6,330,000 pearls that will form a perfect silver crown. Each pearl will alone 
create the joy of knowing that you are drinking one of the best sparkling wines that will stay forever in your 
memory for its exclusivity and affection.

Alcohol percent
Grounded Sun has 10.8 alcohol.

Packaging
This exclusive sparkling pleasure is bottled in 0.125ml bottles, which are inspired by the Grounded Sun sculp-
ture located in downtown of Zagreb, Croatia. 

The label of each bottle can be customized to present a hotel or a country that could receive exclusive rights for 
the sale of this product. In addition each label can have a customized personal message for a special occasion, 
zodiac sign, or any other approved message as ordered.
 
For additional price those labels can be also handmade as a tin label.

 
Yearly production
Due to the highest quality of the sparkling wine, we can only offer 40,000 bottles per year. 
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Hope from the sea
King Neptune is nourishing this beverage
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Hope from the sea
King Neptune is nourishing this beverage

Characteristics 
Within every drop of the Hope from Sea you will sense a love toward nature and people. That love comes from 
the gentle touch of the soil and motherly cuddle of each grape until it is grown and transformed into the dis-
tinctive aroma that characterizes this unique sparkling wine. Once the drink has matured to the point that it 
can cause a glittery shine in your eye, warmth in your heart, and a magic sense of cheerfulness in your soul, we 
start transporting this beverage 450 miles until we reach Adriatic coast.
 
When we arrive to a beach that King Neptune would personally use, we take each bottle and put it into espe-
cially designed cage. Those cages are then brought to over 80 feet depth in the Adriatic ocean for King Neptune 
to shelter them for the next 3 years. We, the humans on the other hand, during this period of time only worry 
about spotless handling of the entire operation in order to protect the business ethics and reputation of our 
company. Therefore, our specially trained divers are also monitoring every single bottle to ensure promised 
quality. 

The end purpose of all efforts is that each customer who will enjoy the Hope from Sea recognizes that the entire 
team of specialists deeply cares about you and your full satisfaction. We are very grateful that King Neptune is 
wholeheartedly supporting our endeavor. 

Alcohol percent
Hope from the Sea has 10.8vol % 

Packaging
Hope from the Sea is stored in especially designed 0.75 l bottles that are adorned with shells, sea stars, sea 
horses and little crabs. Those sea creatures have adopted our bottles as their own home because they enjoy the 
peace that surrounded this place for 3 years.

 
Yearly production
Due to the complexity of the production process we can only offer around 1,000 bottles for the year 2011. For 
the year 2012 we will have additional 1000 bottles ready for immediate export. 
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U sridu
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STEVEN SPURR IER , CHA IRMAN

2015
This is to certify that

has been judged by the world’s best wine professionals in the most comprehensive and 
authoritative wine competition in the world, and has been awarded 

COMMENDED

2015

Zelenika Vladislav, U SRIDU demi sec 2012
Podunavlje, Continental

U sridu
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“Double gold“ royal  
champagne with 24 carat petals.
This sparkly wine is produced from grapes grown on the Springs of life family farm, by the 
classic method of maturing in bottles during a period of two years. The manufactured amounts 
are limited; the bottles contain 0.75 litters of extra sec sparkly wine with 10.8% of alcohol. This 
sparkly wine is specific because of the beaten 24 carat gold that is added into the wine in the 
form of petals, as well as the hand crafted label.

Interesting fact: This Croatian luxurious product was consumed by the Rolling Stones during 
their  visit in Monte Negro.

Award: The Big Gold medal Novi Sad

Country: Croatia 

Region: Continental

Sub region: Srijem 

Vintage: 2010. 

Additional details: Conventional growing

Color: wite 

Stile: Sparkling, extra sec

Alcohol content: 10,5% 

Grape varaity(s): Chardonnay, and 4 more varaitys 

Oaking: - 

Bottle size: 0,75L 

Closure type: Natural cork 
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Aureus
This sparkly wine is produced by the bottle fermentation method and maturing on the 
lees during a period of two years. It is produced from the Chardonnay grape variety in an  
ecological cultivation on the area of Ilok.

It is a special experience, eye pleasing, a delight to the palate and pleasure to the spirit.

Award: The Big Gold medal Novi Sad

Country: Croatia 

Region: Continental

Sub region: Srijem 

Vintage: 2010. 

Additional details: Conventional growing

Color: wite 

Stile: Sparkling, extra sec

Alcohol content: 11% 

Grape varaity(s): Chardonnay, and 2 more varaitys 

Oaking: - 

Bottle size: 0,75L 

Closure type: Natural cork 
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Kuća VITRON
Poslovnica Zagreb
Ante Topića Mimare 24
10000 Zagreb, Hrvatska
Tel./Fax: +385 1 3731552
Email: vitron.zagreb@gmail.com
www.vitron.info
skayp: vitron.zagreb




